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Abstract 

The scattering operator of a "pion" on 
two "nucléons" is evaluated in the Lee model and is shown to 
be identical to the results of the Watson's multiple scattering 
theory. |* 

\ 



' I. INTRODUCTION 

In the study of ir-nucleus interaction, one of the most widely used tools 
is the Watson's multiple scattering theory [1]. As is well known, this 
theory relates the ir-nucleus scattering amplitude to the n-nucleon one 
through an infinite series. In the applications of this formalism, various 
approximations are used and yield results which are more or less in 
agreement with experimental data [2]. A common feature of these works is 
that they seem to be unable to reproduce the low energy ir-nucleus elastic 
scattering data (T„ $ 120 MeV). Usually, this failure is attributed to 
the approximations used in the application of the Watson's multiple 
scattering theory. For instance, in the fixed scatterersapproximation [2c], 
the neglect of nucléons recoil, Fermi motion and binding corrections is 
unjustified, as has been shown in optical model calculations [2a, 2b]. 
In the same way, the optical model approach neglects an infinite number 
of terms in the Watson's series, an approximation whose validity is hard 
to appreciate. However, this failure can be attributed to a different 
and more fundamental reason. Indeed the multiple scattering theory relies 
on the fact that the elementary interaction derives from a potential. Now 
this assumption is not justified in the ir-nucleon case, so that one may 
wonder if the multiple scattering theory is still valid for the descrip
tion of the ir-nucleus interaction. G.A. Miller has recently investigated 
this point and concluded that one should use a modified multiple scatter
ing series [3]. Besides, it is well known that the pion can be absorbed 
in the nucleus and that this absorption contributes to a large part of 
the inelastic ir-nucleus cross section at low energy. In a non relativistlc 
potential theory, these absorption processes are ignored. This fact is 
usually invoked to explain, in part, the discrepancy between theoretical 
calculations and experiments at low energy, and more or less phenomeno-
logical corrections have been proposed to take these effects into account 
[2b, 4]. 

The study of these two points, namely the validity of the multiple scatter
ing theory and the introduction of true pion absorption in this forma
lism, will be the aim of this paper. This purpose is of course very ambi
tious, and, in order to obtain exact solutions, we will limit ourselves 
to a very simple case : the Lee model [5]. The important advantage of this 
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model is that it is free of all the complications due to crossing 

symmetry, P-wave interaction, spin and isospin degrees of freedom. 

On the other hand, this model may be considered as an extreme and rather 

unrealistic simplification <5f the true ir-nucleon problem. Nevertheless, 

we think that it gives a physically acceptable description of the ïï-nucleon 

interaction, since, in this model, the low energy pion nucléon interaction 

is dominated by the nucléon pole as in more realistic models. 

In the next section we recall some properties of the Lee model in the 

one nucléon sub-space, while the results obtained in the two nucléons 

subspace are presented in section XII. In section IV, these results are 

compared to those given by the Watson's multiple scattering theory. Our 

conclusions are presented in section V. 

II. RECALL ON THE LEE MODEL 

we consider the following static hamiltonian : 

H < H. t H, 

H.= m; A*A4 + m; ̂  + /«% «^ a*ah (2.1) 

where Aj (Aj) and By (Bj) are the creation (resp. annihilation) operators 

of a fermion in state A and B fixed at point r t; a£ and ait are the creation 

and annihilation operators of a pion of momentum k; f (k) is a cut-off 

function introduced to avoid the divergences connected with a point-like 

interaction. The commutation rules of these operators are the following : 

IK, M » IK. M -r\ # , K1 • [< t < l - ° 
E«4,«v] . « ( t - f ) 
r •. < 2 > 2 ) 

K|«VJ * ° 
Ou, <] «[«»(.,B.] «kA 'J «K,&J -o 

This hamiltonian describes the interaction of a fermion, which may exist 

in two different states A and B, with a pion through the process : 

A * a 3==* B 
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Due to this simple coupling, the bare state A is an eigenstate of this 

hamiltonian with eigenvalue m A : 

m A * m°A . + 

.. . with |A,> = A j o > 
H|A t> = rr>A|A.> 

Besides one may construct the e igenstates corresponding to the bare 

p a r t i c l e B, and obtains : 

I % > * N [ B* I o> t/dfe gflO A* d * |o>] «) 

with H|B„> = mB |B 4> 

gft) , m --1** 
c) 

v. Â T F ^
 ( 2- 3 ) 

(2.IT) * Vi«>|« » B - " n « - « - k 

** «fd+Jg-fA ^ J ' 1 d) 

Depending on the choice of \, m° and f(k), equation (2.3b) may have a 

solution with m B < m a + u. Then the state |BI> given by equation (2.3a) 

is an eigenstate of the hamiltonian (2.1) and corresponds to a stable 

particle B. On the contrary, if equation (2.3b) has no solution such 

that m B < m A + |i, the corresponding state | Bj > describes an unstable 

particle and is only an approximate eigenstate of H. In the following, 

we will assume that the physical particle B is stable, and we will show 

later on how the results obtained in this case may be generalized for 

an unstable particle. 

Having constructed the two one particle eigenstates of H, we now turn 

to the evaluation of the scattering matrix of a "pion" on nucléon A. 

This may readily be done following exactly the method used by G.F. Chew 

and F.E. Low in their original article (6). We first define the in-going 

and out-going scattering states |kAj ± > which are eigenstates of H : 

ikv>- «>*>• i*£> 

with ix*k> * [ H I , < 3 K > 
m^ +uJk±L'r)-H 

(2.4) 
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Using the definition of the S matrix, one obtains : 

<nl5|kA,>« < n - | k A t + > (2.5) 

with t f c A j ( « ) = < » . | [ H J / a ; ] | A < > 

Next, using equation (2.4), equation (2.5) yields the Low equation : 

- £n.W W ^ f * d ^ W " ^ <2*6> 

Note that due to the simple coupling used in the Lee model, this equation 

is somewhat simpler than the one obtained in the Chew-Low model since 

there is no crossed term. Furthermore, due to this lack of crossing symme

try, the equation for the transition operator of a "pion" on nucléon A 

is no longer coupled to the scattering equation of a "pion" on nucléon B. 

However, one should notice that, except for these simplifications, the 

scattering equation (2.6) is very similar to the scattering equation of 

the Chew-Low model and that It presents the same leading singularities : 

a pole at tijjj m œ B - mft < y and a branch point at u^ « u. 

Finally, the integral equation (2.6) may be solved by introducing the 

transition operator : tj *• (w) such that : 

t.»«t'A4)« & m t., ( w) (2.7) 

Then, using equation 2.3 and 2.5, one obtains 

where d(<u) satisfies the following integral equation : 

d(w) 8 _ ^ î L • (A ^ > d ( ^ | a 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 



whose solution is given by : 

<JM. A i J ( W t m A - m t ) ( 4 - ^ ( « , + raA.mft)fik £ * * ]] ( 2 . 1 0 ) 

The renormalized coupling constant ,\£ introduced in the preceeding equation 

tec 

A. 

is related to the unrenormalized one by the relation 

> N 

ftk) -1 
(2.11) 

The set of equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.10) yields the solution of the 

scattering equation of a "pion" on nucléon A. However, the method we 

have used to obtain this solution is no longer applicable when the physical 

particle B is unstable, indeed, in this case, one does not know the eigen-

states of H corresponding to state B, and, moreover, the integral equation 

(2.6) becomes an homogeneous equation since the scattering states |kAj ±> 

form a complete set [7]. However even in this case, the scattering opera

tor tjcA 0c'A\) may be evaluated by calculating explicitly the scattering 

states |kAj ± > and by using equation (2.5). 

Indeed, the scattering states |kAi ± > may be written a priori as : 

The functions Cj(k) and hj(k,k') may then be evaluated by identification 

and one obtains : 

4 ft f f t ) cfc.JEi 
<£<*> . * f* « a a*)* /sir 

(2.13) 
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Then, equation 2.5 yields the following expression of the transition 

matrix : 

with 
L fcir) J 2.0ik u)+în)-cOh J 

(2.14) 

-4 

At first, this expression may seem rather different from the previous one 

given by equations 2.8 and 2.10. However, when the state |B> corresponds 

to a stable particle, one may show that these two expressions are iden

tical. To do so, one has to make two abstractions in d' («) and to use 

the definition 2.3 and 2.11 of the renormalized mass and coupling constant. 

Then the expression of d'(a>) becomes : 

a' M 

.4.(o) t« A-m 6)| 4-2LC«+m A-me)f-^- ^t I 
\ I (Lift JZ« f c ("VWj-w^aMSaj-Wic) i 

- d"*M 

Now, if the particle B is unstable, one may use the same procedure to 

express the transition matrix 2.14 in terms of renormalized mass and 

coupling constant. The only modification arises from the fact that, in 

this case, the pole of AM lies in the lower half plane on the second 

sheet of the Riemann surface. Thus by using an integration path C enclo

sing this pole, one obtains -. 

«-•*<-££• ^ 1 _U •_ r r . i««rc*)1 <2-"> 
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if we define the (complex) «normalized mass of state |B> as the solution 

of the following equation : 

kM ftt 
m 6 - m s • — 7 J «• (2.17) 

ajd the (complex) renormalized coupling constant as : 

-4 
(2.18) 

the expression 2.16 of dto) becomes : 

ef *U) S * [(«-v̂ -l - £ (wygfj, ^ ^ 1 (2.19) 

Thus the expression previously obtained for the scattering matrix of a 

pion on nucléon A is still valid, even when the particle B is unstable. 

The only modifications are the following : the renormalized mass and 

coupling constant are now complex numbers, and the integration path in 

equation 2.10 must be modified so as to enclose the pole z » m B. However, 

one should remark that the complex mass mo, and renormalized coupling constant 

X| cannot be chosen arbitrarily. Indeed the transition operator must remain 

unitary, or equivalently one must impose the reality of m| and X. 

III. PROPERTIES OF THE LEE MODEL IN THE TWO-NUCLEONS SUBSPACE 

After this recall of the properties of the one nucléon states and of the 

scattering operator of a "pion" on nucléon A, we turn to the study of 

the Lee model in the two nucléons subspace. Thus we consider the following 

hamiltonian : 

H = H, * H, 
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where the commutation rules of the operators A i f B^ and ajç are the same as In 

previous section. This hamiltonian describes two nucléons fixed at 

point rj and X21 existing in two states A or B and interacting with a 

pion through the reaction :-

fit • 4 . • 6, 

=*** 

As we are interested in evaluating the transition operator of a pion on 

two nucléonsA, we first have to construct the two particles eiqenstates of 

this hamiltonian. It is clear that, again, the state |AA> consisting of 

two bare particles A is an eigenstate of H. 

HlA,V> = 2», |A«A«> 

with I A, At> . A* />j|0> 

In contrast, the two particles state consisting of a physical particle 

|A> and of a physical particle |B> are not eigenstates of H. Indeed, due 

to the fact that these two nucléons may exchange pions, their energy is 

modified) furthermore, the pion cloud around particle |B>1S modified by 

the presence of particle |A>. However, as in section II, we may construct 

exactly these eigenstates and obtain ; 

H I A 6 £ > = m f t | A B £ > q) 

with J A 6 £>. tte [ « X * £ £ B« + / d à 3fe Ci) K *i «Û ] I •> « 

m t B " » ' " » | - j p - ! W " £ e I 
Bui Jlo»!, me-'"'(|-««*i, 

2, L ft«r Jim,, fria-iv«W J 

4 

(3.2) 

and £ « ±1 
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If one introduces the binding energy A e of these two states 

m A • n»6 • û e 

the equation (3.2a) may be"reexpressed as 

(3.3) 

Again these two states may correspond to true eigenstates of the harail-

tonian and describe stable particles, depending on the two nucléons 

relative distance. Zndeed at large distance, the two states |AB + > and 

JAB - > are stable if the particle |B> is stable. However, at short 

distance, the state JAB + > may become unbound depending of the cut-off 

function f(k). In the same way, the state JAB -> may become stable at 

short distance, even when the particle |B> is unstable. 

Finally, in order to be complete, one should also construct the eigenstates 

corresponding to two particles |B>. However, we shall not need it since 

the channel corresponding to the scattering of a "pion" on two nucléons 

A is only coupled to the channel describing the two states |ABS>. Thus 

we may now turn to the evaluation of the scattering operator of a pion 

on the two nucléon states |AIA 2>. This evaluation may be done using either 

of the two methods presented in section II. However, the first method is 

more general and exhibits clearly the analogy of this simple model with 

more realistic ones. Besides, we have seen in the previous section how 

the results obtained with the first method for stable particles may be 

extended to the unstable particle case. Therefore we shall present the 

first derivation only. 

Following exactly the derivation of section II, one obtains the Low 

equation for the scattering matrix : 

Tt'«.*>) Xa.A.W 
W « A ) - 7 l ,'M x ""^ 

.•.':=rjïSÏ\WItS«: • ••• 
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where the scattering matrix TfcR.ft, (n) i s defined by : 

<n{S|kA 1A (>a <n-ll«A.A1> 

and ^A,*/"1" < " - I C ^ I O K * L > 

Once again, one notices the strong similarity between equation (3.4) and 

the equation that one would obtain in the Chew-Low model by using the 

one-pion approximation and neglecting crossing symmetry. Indeed the 

singularities in equation 3.4 are the two poles corresponding to the 

absorption of the pion on the two nucléonsstates and a branch point at 

ujç <= y. In the Chew-Low model, the situation would be far more complicated 

since one would obtain coupled integral equations corresponding to the 

different elastic and inelastic channels. Furthermore the number of singu

larities in these equations would be greater than in our case. Nevertheless, 

apart from these complications due to the spin and isospin degrees of 

freedom, the physical meaning of these equations would be the same as that 

of equation 3.4 which says nothing more than that the transition matrix 

is unitary and has several poles corresponding to the pion absorption on 

the two nucléons. 

In order to solve the integral equation 3.4 we first evaluate its Born 

term, by using the definition of the transition matrix given in equation 

(3.5} and the explicit expression of the state |ABC> (equation 3.3). Then 

one obtains : 

y t . ^ L ^ 8 ' ? fM f̂e **£c* *»«'*•» 
CO., • Z m . - m , 

with C < t . < A D £ U t * c l A 1 A i > <3'6> 

or C £ 1 a-aN 6 

Ce* - "e 

This expression of the Born term of the scattering equation (3.4) calls 

for several remarks. First, one notices that this Born term is not equal 

to the sum of the Born terms for nucléon 1 and nucléon 2, as would be 

the case in a potential theory. Furthermore, this Born term contains non 

diagonal terms which express the fact that a pion may be absorbed by 

nucléon 1 and reemitted directly by nucléon 2 without any intermediate 
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pion propagation between these two nucléons. These two features could 
clearly not be present in a potential theory and they are a direct 
consequence of the nature of the pion nucléon interaction. 

The separable form of the Born term given in equation 3.6 allows us to 
use a separable form of the transition matrix. Thus, by introducing 
the transition operator T^k' '<">' s u c n that : 

T,,-- («•'««At) . tim T. M (3.7) 

one obtains immediately 

where the functions D^j M satisfies the following integral équations : 

These coupled integral equations may be further simplified by noting 
that, due to the simple value of the coefficient C e i (equation 3.6) one 
has the relations : 

Furthermore, upon introducing the new quantities De(u>) : 

one obtains two uncoupled integral equations : 

*•*•*«•-•»< Jr *•» u>»i«|-tt̂  k,,ru 

(3.9) 

whose solutions are : 
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This solution of the scattering equation (3.4) has been obtained by 
assuming that the two states jABe> are stable. However one nay show by 
using the same procedure as in section II that this solution is still 
valid when the states |ABC> are unstable. One has only to extend the 
integration path in the lower half plane so that it encloses the complex 
poles of D_(w). Thus in the general case, the solution may be written 

l>g(u>)» 
(3.11) 

where rae are now solution of the equation : 

m6 s mA f mft t — - I « 1 {4 - 6 1 (3.12) 

and H- is defined by 

(3.13) 

Before leaving this section, we would like to express equation 3.11 in 
a slightly different form which will be easier to compare with the results 
of the next section. Thus, using the definition of the normalization of 
the state |ABe> (equation 3.13), we may rewrite equation 3.11 as : 

XL(W) . (3.14) 

This expression may be further modified by introducing the expression of 
the mass of the state |ABe> (equation 3.12), and becomes s 

X* 
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Then by eliminating the mass of the bare particle B, one obtains 

3f 
(3.16) ( \\A * L *W^W 1 e * h WtfW •«««Mît 

This expression which will be more convenient for our purpose, is the 
exact solution of the Low equation describing the scattering of a pion 
on the two nucléons state |AjA2>. A S already mentioned, this solution 
takes into account the fact that the two nucléons states have not the 
same properties as two isolated nucléons. In order to evaluate the 
importance of these effects, we also present the solution we would have 
obtained by assuming that the two nucléons states consist of two isolated 
nucléons. This approximation, which is exactly the approximation used 
by G.A. Miller in the previously mentioned article [3], amounts to replace 
the Born term given in equation (3.6) by the sum of the Born term of 
nucléon 1 and 2. The corresponding solution of this approximate equation 
is still given by equations 3.7 and 3.8, but the function DE(u>) have to 
be replaced by the following ones : 

W — *•' 
(erf-un n>) d - V u » ' V , f t ) / T I i l 4 * 6 ^ J 

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE MULTIPLE SCATTERING THEORY 

In the preceeding section, we have evaluated the transition operator of a 
pion on the two nucléons states|AiA2> by solving exactly the Low equation. 
Besides we have presented an approximate solution derived under the 
assumption that the two nucléons states have the same properties as two 
isolated nucléons. In this section, we shall now evaluate the transition 
operator of a pion on the state |AJA2> using the multiple scattering 
theory and compare this solution with the previous two. 
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In the Watson's theory, the transition matrix is given by the infinite 
series : 

T («) a fc4&u) • t 2 (uO • t , M <*%>) t j M * ^(u.) a%>) *,<!*) • - <4 • ! > 
where tj(<o) (resp. tj(u)) is the scattering operator of a pion on nucléon 
1 (resp. 2) and where the pion propagator G+(<u) is : 

using the expression of tAu) given by the equation 2.8 and 2.9 

t.., (w) m T •_.--,• el(ui) •' ^ . , 

one may express the transition matrix Tto) as : 

where the functions Dj^ (u) satisfy the following equations 

w i t h i,.M , [iL fWM»-»» 
) 

I 
In our simple case, the solution of equation 4.S is simply 

KM * TLM - d M 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

cl»l W. f (<Q sin fc>lj3f-Jtl (4.5) 

(4.6) 

In order to compare with the results of section III, we introduce the 
ies D (u) : quantities D (u) 
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1 
& 

%:^ which using equation (4.6) becomes 

f! j ^ ) . ââ (4.7) 

illif " Then, using the expression of âM given in section II, equation (2.19), 

É, one obtains 

2 > e ( « > ) - - * 

\i L *** k fr-y^-flMl <**£ «-* tu*, ( 4 8, 
* x 

Je W - * k(*)rw 

where the last expression has been obtained by using the definition (2.18) 

of the renormalized coupling constant. 

If we now compare this result to those obtained in section III, we find 

that, surprisingly enough, the solution of the multiple scattering 

equation given by equation 4.4, 4.6 find 4.8 is identical with the solu

tion of the exact Low equation given by equations (3.8) and (3.16). 

Furthermore, the solution of the approximate Low equation, which is 

derived under the assumption that the two nucléons are isolated, cannot 

be obtained from the standard multiple scattering theory but only by 

modifying the pion propagator as has been proposed by G.A. Miller [3]. 

In fact if one replaces in equation 4A1the pion propagator by the following 

one 

< ( « ) « "«"«-"t * "» ••"«-»* M . 9 ) 

Kj+m^'mj dJtiaj-K,, t(r*
,*iA-m$ 

the solution of the multiple scattering equation (J.l) is still given by 

the equations (4.4) and (4.6), but the functions D £<«) have to be replaced 

by : 

P t(u>) B (4.10) 

•-fcï'ifS''.;»--'- .---iBMiMw •-
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Comparison with the previous section shows that this solution is iden

tical with the solution of the approximate Low equation (equation 3.17). 

One should notice that, on energy shell, ie for wjj = ujji = u, one would 

have obtained the same result by modifying the off-shell extension of 

the free ir-nucleon transition matrix instead of the propagator. Indeed, 

if one replaces the transition matrix given in equation (4.3) by the 

following one : 

t£fc. H * ",»'v-» t^.M ****•*• (4.1D 

the transition matrix T k ( k>(w) is just multiplied by the rame factor, 

equal to one on energy shell, and the functions D 6( a* ) are replaced by 

the modified one D^ (u) given in equation (4.10). 

The preceding results are somewhat unexpected. Indeed, the multiple 

scattering theory is derived in the frame-work of non relativistic 

quantum mechanics. This implies, in particular, that the interaction 

between the incident particle and the target nucléon derives from a 

potential. Furthermore, it implies that this interaction is the same 

whether the nucléon is free or inside a nucleus. Finally it requires 

that the interaction of the incident particle with the nucleus is the 

sum of the individual interactions. In our case, these assumptions have 

been shown to be wrong, in fact, the transition operator of a "pion" 

on nucléon |ft> (eq. 2.10) cannot be obtained from an energy-independent 

potential. Furthermore, the coupling constant of the two nucléons states 

to the pion field is not equal to the coupling constant for a free 

nucléon. Even more, the structure of the Born term in the Low equation 

(eq. 3.6) shows the existence of three-body forces which are due to the 

absorption of the pion on nucléon 1 followed by its emission by nucléon 

2 without any intermediate plon propagation. 

Yet, in spite of these features which should invalidât? the Watson's 

series, it turns out that the standard multiple srjctering theory yields 

the correct expression for the transition operator of a "pion" on two 

nucléons. Thus, this expansion does not only describe the exchange of 

real pions between the two nucléons, but also the exchange of virtual 

pions which is responsible for the binding of the two nucléons and for 
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the change in their coupling constant with the pion field. On the contrai// 
the modified version of the multiple scattering theory proposed by G.A. 
Miller corresponds to an inconsistent description of the scattering of a 
pion by the two nucléons. Indeed, in the Low equation which is equivalent 
to this modified expansion, the Born term is equal to the sum of the Born 
term for nucléon 1 and nucléon 2. Therefore this modified expansion 
amounts to treat correctly the exchange of real pions and to neglect the 
exchange of virtual pions. Finally, we note that the precise knowledge of 
the off-shell extension of the "pion" nucléon transition matrix is essen
tial, since the use of a wrong off-shell extension such as the one proposed 
in equation 4.11 could simulate such effects. 

V. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented some results on multiple scattering equations in the 
frame of the Lee model. Although rather schematic, this model may give 
an idea of what is going on in the real world. Indeed, one obtains a 
possible interpretation of this model by identifying the "pion" with a 
TT+, the nucléon |A> with a proton and the unstable particle |B> with a 
4 + +. In this view, the interaction of a ir+ with a proton is always 
mediated by the resonant state A + +, which seems to be a correct description 
of the physics involved around the 3,3 resonance. Keeping in mind this 
interpretation, our study has shown that, due to the coupling to the 
(n+p) channel, the i + + is renormalized and that this renormalization is 
not the same when it is free or when it is close to other nucléons. 
Furthermore, we have seen that if one applies the multiple scattering 
theory to the scattering of a ir+ on two protons, these density dependent 
effects are correctly reproduced. This result is rather surprising since 
the Watson's theory is thought to be valid only when the elementary 
interaction derives from a potential, which is not true in our case. 
Besides this result, shows the complete equivalence between the multiple 
scattering theory and the A-hole description of the n-nucleus interaction 
[2b]. 
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Our results may also be interpreted differently if one assumes that the 
states |A> and |B> have the same masses. Then one may identify the pion 
with a TT+, state [A> with a neutron and state |B> with a proton. In 
this picture, the interaction of a n + with a neutron is due to successive 
absorption and reemission of the pion, while the interaction of a *+ 

with a proton is given by the iterations of crossed diagrams. Although 
very simplified, this description of the n-nucleon interaction is rather 
similar to the description given by more realistic models. As in the case 
of the unstable particle, our study has shown that the multiple scattering 
theory yields the same transition operator as does the Low equation for 
the scattering of a pion on two neutrons. More precisely, the transition 
operator obtained from Watson's expansion, describes correctly the ir+nn 
scattering state but also all the states with the same quantum number, 
which in our case reduce to the two neutron-proton states. On the contrary, 
we have seen that the modifications of the multiple scattering theory 
recently proposed by 6.A. Miller [3] amounts to treat the neutron-proton 
atatea aa if the two nucléons were isolated and thus yields a wrong solution 
of the Low equation. 

Another important consequence of the equivalence of the Low equation 
with the multiple scattering theory is that this theory already includes 
the effects of true pion absorption on elastic ir-nucleus scattering. 
Indeed, we have seen that, according to the Low equation, the interaction 
of a pion with two neutrons results from successive absorption and 
reemission of the pion by the two neutrons. For large nucleon-nucleon 
distances, these processes are virtual since the mass of the intermediate 
neutron proton states 1B lower than the threshold energy E • 2 m + u. 
However, for small enough distances one of the two neutron-proton states 
may have a mass larger than the threshold energy. Then, these processes 
are no longer virtual but become real. Of course, in our model where the 
nucléons are fixed, the only open channel to such a state is the decay 
channel into one pion and two neutrons so that true pion absorption never 
occurs but only temporarily. On the contrary, in a more realistic model 
where nucléons could recoil, such a state would have another open channel 
corresponding to the neutron and proton moving apart with a kinetic energy 
equal to the incident pion energy. Thus, we feel that in a more realistic 
modal, the multiple scattering theory would indeed take into account the 
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effects of true pion absorption on elastic scattering. These effects 
would then arise from the presence of the nucléon pole in the Pu channel 
of the w-nucleon transition matrix. Moreover our study has shown that 
they would be mainly due to*the «scattering terms in the Watson's series. 

We have already checked this assumption in our optical model calculations 
by adding the nucléon pole term to the ir-nucleon transition matrix [8]. Due 
to the fact that our calculations take recoil into account, this pole term 
strongly modifies t̂ ie optical potential for large pion momenta (q2 t>(i)<2m +u)) 
without however changing the elastic cross section by more than a few 
microbarns. This fact may easily be understood since we use a first order 
optical potential which neglects the rescattering terms. Thus, the inclu
sion of the nucléon pole term in our optical potential describes the 
effect on v-nucleus elastic scattering of the it-absorption with ejection 
of only one nucléon. Such a process is known to have a very small cross 
section and therefore is not expected to play a large role in the elastic 
scattering. Therefore, we may conclude that the correct evaluation of the 
effect of ir-absorption on elastic scattering will need the calculations 
of the rescattering terms which, in turn, requires the precise knowledge 
of the off-shell behaviour of the transition matrix and of the short 
range correlations. 

As a last remark, we would like to stress, once again, the strong simila
rity of the Lee model with the Chew-Low model in the one-pion approxi
mation. This fact gives us some confidence in the validity of our conclu
sions even in a more realistic case and makes it possible to conclude 
that, except for some modifications arising from crossing symmetry [9], 
the watson's multiple scattering theory is the adequate tool to describe 
IT-nucleus scattering. 
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